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The largest anthropological survey in Bulgaria has been organized by M. Popov in 1938-1943. Its ma-
terials include individual data of 5725 men. Only this study gives a possibility to analyze complex 
individual anthropological characteristics on regional and local level. The data of the distribution of six 
anthropological types collected in this survey are analyzed by regions and by counties and an anthropo-
logical map of Bulgaria has been made. The analysis shows that recent Bulgarian population is highly 
heterogeneous. Brachycephalic Dinaric and Alpine types dominate in North and especially in Northwest 
Bulgaria. Mesocephalic Pontian and Mediterranean types dominate in South and especially in Southeast 
Bulgaria. However, there are bands of mesocephalic population in North Bulgaria (along the Black Sea 
coast and along the Danube river) and islands of brachycephalic population in South Bulgaria (in the 
Rhodopes and in Eastern Thrace). The anthropological composition of Northwest Bulgaria is similar to 
the Central European one.  
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There were four major ethnoanthropological surveys in Bulgaria, which cover all 
the territory of the country – carried out by: acad. Stefan Vatev around 1899, acad Meth-
ody Popov at 1938-1943, Aris Poulianos at 1963, and the National Anthropological 
Program at 1989-1993 [14, 17, 8, 16]. Their results show that the anthropological struc-
ture of the present Bulgarian population is very heterogeneous. Unfortunately, their 
results are presented only at national and regional levels. Only few data are published 
on lower level [14, 17]. The survey of Krum Dronchilov [2], perhaps the best exact and 
best known outside Bulgaria, also presents anthropological data on local level, but it do 
not cover the whole territory of Bulgaria. The materials of the extensive anthropologi-
cal studies of Peter Boev, Luchia Kavgazova and their collaborators, collected at 1970s 
and 1980s are only partly published and also do not cover the whole country [3, 4, 5]. 

The largest anthropological survey in Bulgaria of these four studies, mentioned 
above, is the study organized by M. Popov in 1938-43. Part of the collected by him and 
his collaborators materials was destroyed at the time of bombing of Sofia at 1943-1944. 
The survived materials include individual data of 5759 men. This material has been 
elaborated and the results were published only after his death (1954) by his student 
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